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Learning Objectives 
1. Identify what building information is needed to create energy models that 
provide useful results at an urban scale 

2. Understand whether and how urban scale energy modeling can augment 
building-level audits, meter data analysis, and benchmarking 

3. Understand how geographic information and simplified building energy 
model be integrated for urban scale building energy modeling, and how urban 
context would affect aggregated energy consumption 

4. Explain the relationship between microclimate and building energy use. 
 

ASHRAE is a Registered Provider with The American Institute of Architects Continuing Education Systems.  Credit earned on 
completion of this program will be reported to ASHRAE Records for AIA members.  Certificates of Completion for non-AIA 

members are available on request. 
 

This program is registered with the AIA/ASHRAE for continuing professional education.  As such, it does not include content 
that may be deemed or construed to be an approval or endorsement by the AIA of any material of construction or any 
method or manner of handling, using, distributing, or dealing in any material or product.  Questions related to specific 

materials, methods, and services will be addressed at the conclusion of this presentation. 
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Outline/Agenda 

• Who is the target consumer? 
• Maturity of existing energy information technology 
• The role of geospatial inputs/results, and current 

examples of geo-referenced energy interfaces 
• Example projects using automated geometry and 

energy model creation and visualization 



Climate Stabilization Depends on Progress in Buildings 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
International Energy Agency. Transition to Sustainable Buildings, Strategies and Opportunities to 2050



“Without data  
  you’re just another person  
  with an opinion”  
                                -- W. E. Deming 



Energy Information is a Barrier to Progress 

98% 
of building stock 

lacks  information 
(95% of commercial?) 311 B 

87 B ft2  US Commercial 
224 B ft2 Residential 

5 B 
ft2  of US space is Benchmarked 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Direct measurement and audits are very powerful, but very time-consuming or costly.  With a goal like DCs or the 2030 challenge, all buildings must participate.



23 yrs 
How long to audit all US commercial buildings? 

Time it would take 1,000 full-time auditors working full time to conduct 1 day audits on entire US commercial 
building stock of 5.6 M buildings – Adapted from ICF International reference, 2010 

Manual Auditing and Benchmarking is Time-Consuming  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Direct measurement and audits are very powerful, but very time-consuming or costly.  With a goal like DCs or the 2030 challenge, all buildings must participate.Time it would take 1,000 full-time auditors working 365 days/year to conduct 1 day assessments on entire US commercial building stock- ICF International, 2010



Urbanization is an opportunity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Direct measurement and audits are very powerful, but very time-consuming or costly.  With a goal like DCs or the 2030 challenge, all buildings must participate.Time it would take 1,000 full-time auditors working 365 days/year to conduct 1 day assessments on entire US commercial building stock- ICF International, 2010



Occupants 
Home 

Owners 
Home 

Owners 

Who Needs this Information 

Building Owners 
2,900k 

Architects 
290k 

Analysts 
29k 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Direct measurement and audits are very powerful, but very time-consuming or costly.  With a goal like DCs or the 2030 challenge, all buildings must participate.Time it would take 1,000 full-time auditors working 365 days/year to conduct 1 day assessments on entire US commercial building stock- ICF International, 2010



AEDG – Advanced Energy DesignGuide 
Large Hospital 50% Energy Savings:  

Technical Support Document 

Solving User’s Problems Using Massive Energy Modeling 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a lot of information in forms like the AEDG that is generally geo-referenced by climate, and is aggregated by building type.  This sort of thing could be delivered in map form by applying it to building types so more people would understand the global opportunities offered by these energy saving strategies regionally or simply by locating their building or site on a map.
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Solving User’s Problems Using Massive Energy Modeling 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a lot of information in forms like the AEDG that is generally geo-referenced by climate, and is aggregated by building type.  This sort of thing could be delivered in map form by applying it to building types so more people would understand the global opportunities offered by these energy saving strategies regionally or simply by locating their building or site on a map.



Solving User’s Problems Using Massive Energy Modeling 

Envelope 
Infiltration 
Lighting/Controls 
HVAC 

9.1% 
0.1% 
3.8% 
39.5% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a lot of information in forms like the AEDG that is generally geo-referenced by climate, and is aggregated by building type.  This sort of thing could be delivered in map form by applying it to building types so more people would understand the global opportunities offered by these energy saving strategies regionally or simply by locating their building or site on a map.



Ground Source Heat Pump Air Source Heat Pump Gas Furnace, DX Cooling Electric Furnace, DX Cooling 

Problem Solving Using Geo-Referenced Energy Models 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Georeferenced information is very understandable by naiive users, and is still informative to professionals and experts.This simple set of maps shows both the relative energy demands by location, showing a clear pattern related to climate and elevation.It also shows boundaries where one system may be preferable over another, as well as the general superiority of some systems when coupled with climate, building type and price of fuel.



Problem Solving Using Geo-Referenced Energy Models 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More and more projects are exploring the potential of georeferenced energy data.  This one from Christoph Reinhardt’s group at MIT is hourly baseline energy use navigator for Boston.  This kind of thing is getting easier and easier to do as the tools become easier to use (ArcGIS publishes to web easily, and tools like MapBox offer very easy web-based GIS with quite a deep back end of programmability)…and GIS data becomes more available. The Boston region just launched their OpenData platform a year or two ago, and immediately we see how a project like this could be produced using existing mass energy analysis tools like Umi and Grasshopper.



http://sel.columbia.edu/nycenergy/index.html 

IES – Glasgow Future City project 

Delivering Results of Geo-Refrenced Energy Models 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many examples of trying to get this information to the public.With energy costs going up…a lot…and things like PV prices going down, climate change a mainstream concern, energy independence and security commonly understood to be valuable in the age of the ‘war on terrorism’, In the final tally, energy efficiency projects now pencil out most of the time, economically and even more so socially and to get educated renters to opt for your space compared to others with lower performance and social cache.  We see this in a big way in Silicon Valley where performance and comfort is a major differentiator for rent prices.  The missing piece is information for building owners and stakeholders to understand generally what to do and how to make it happen.  Ratings systems are a great step, but we need to lower the bar to information to get the process started on a lot more buildings.The PV segment is leading the way in this arena, where there are dozens of sites where you can go to get instant feedback on what your solar potential is, initial payback info with little or no inputs, and links to financing and contractors and consultants to make it happen.  This initial step doesn’t need the help of brilliant energy consultants like us, we should spend our time with implementation and fine details.  Front line data should and can be shared globally and automatically.Estimates based on prototypical or typology tools, or simulations using as much remotely captured building characteristics as available (Google, LiDAR, OpenStreetMaps, etc) � like the example I’ll show in a minute, and the Boston, Glasgow and NYC examples, BuildingEnergy, most of the PV solar potential tools like SunRoof, MapDwell , etc�(some showing retrofit analysis, some just aiming for energy use estimates and hourly profiles for planning purposes)Estimates based on DSM (digital smart meter) analytics or sub-meter analytics � like Retroficiency, EnergyElephant and HomeEQ�(Generally hard to get info, but ramping up with BEUDO districts becoming more widespread even in the US)�The ‘ACT’ button on the EnCompass example is one of the things I really like about the best about these public tools aimed at communicating information to all stakeholders in a motivating way and showing them how to take advantage of it. �Like ESCOs and PACE contractors, sites like Project Sunroof and other solar sites are likely fully monetized based on making things happen, not on creating reportsNOTES: DSM tools (which yield accurate energy use profiles by definition, and decent retrofit analysis when coupled with a database of prototypical building models, but data is hard to get without already being engaged with the customer…though becoming easier, and clever ways of getting the user to enter that data (eg EnergyElephant, HomeEQ)
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Delivering Results of Geo-Refrenced Energy Models 
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https://opower.com/ 

http://sel.columbia.edu/nycenergy/index.html https://www.ecova.com/solution/efficiency-analytics/ 

https://www.glasgowenergyapp.org/metrics IES – Glasgow Future City project 

http://thesolutionsproject.org/ Mark Jacobson, others – Stanford University 

http://encompass.energyimpactillinois.org/tool 

Delivering Results of Geo-Refrenced Energy Models 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many examples of trying to get this information to the public.Estimates based on prototypical or typology tools, or simulations using as much remotely captured building characteristics as available (Google, LiDAR, OpenStreetMaps, etc) � like the example I’ll show in a minute, and the Boston, Glasgow and NYC examples, BuildingEnergy, most of the PV solar potential tools like SunRoof, MapDwell , etc�(some showing retrofit analysis, some just aiming for energy use estimates and hourly profiles for planning purposes)Estimates based on DSM (digital smart meter) analytics or sub-meter analytics � like Retroficiency, EnergyElephant and HomeEQ�(Generally hard to get info, but ramping up with BEUDO districts becoming more widespread even in the US)�The ‘ACT’ button on the EnCompass example is one of the things I really like about the best about these public tools aimed at communicating information to all stakeholders in a motivating way and showing them how to take advantage of it. �Like ESCOs and PACE contractors, sites like Project Sunroof and other solar sites are likely fully monetized based on making things happen, not on creating reportsNOTES: DSM tools (which yield accurate energy use profiles by definition, and decent retrofit analysis when coupled with a database of prototypical building models, but data is hard to get without already being engaged with the customer…though becoming easier, and clever ways of getting the user to enter that data (eg EnergyElephant, HomeEQ)



- Built-in worldwide building (& context) AOI geometry generator 
- Automated pseudo-full factorial range simulation 
- ECM/retrofit characterization & visualization 
- Aggregation & custom analytics 

Automated Urban-Scale Energy Simulation & Results 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The platform basically is an automated Run, view, Filter and Aggregate tool based on Infraworks and Insight360, easy enough for anyone with the tool to use to generate full urban-scale energy analysis design options with a couple clicks of the mouse.The ‘Run’ part of the tool is really a raw, brute-force simulation of every single building geometry in the model, with a little magic to generate combinatorial results for a dozen or so inter-dependent building characteristics.   This could certainly be optimized by a number of the methods presented in this forum series.  The point of the proof of concept was more to show the potential of an automated system, and our mandate was to think of the Cloud (on which the analyses are created, run, and processed) as being an unlimited resource.



- Built-in worldwide building (& context) AOI geometry generator 
- Automated pseudo-full factorial range simulation 
- ECM/retrofit characterization & visualization  
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Automated Urban-Scale Energy Simulation & Results 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AIW’s main benefit for this process is that the developers of the tool spent a lot of effort to collect and automate all available public and semi-public georeferenced data available for the built environment.  The building level data is not perfect, but it can accommodate imported GIS data where better info is available.  We were interested in the potential for an automated platform like this for this proof of concept project.From this tool we can extract building-level extruded geometry…subdivide the extrusion into floors and zones, and add base window geometry…which are simulated in the GBS platform, producing combinatorial range results to show the effect of each parameter on building energy use.This information is then sent back to AIW for visualization, aggregation, and delivery…as well as refinement for potential iterative workflows to coordinate with building auditing or calibration effortsBased on Green Building Studio defaults and parameter ranges, the tool is intended to simulate the full range of ways a building may be built or retrofit.The aim is to generate a navigable ‘virtual audit’ of the building, as well as navigable design or retrofit options.



1. Select area of 
interest in 2D 

2. Generate a model in the cloud 
 

3. Import data from 
various providers 

Enterprise Asset Data 

Automated AOI Building & Context Geometry 

OneCo 

TwoCo 

TreCo 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The process looks something like this…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=50-NY1KG12c





XXXX Pennsylvania Ave 

Target Windows, Lighting, 
and Plug Loads systems 
for review 
 
Wider bar, = greater 
impact of a change or 
retrofit 

Automated Pseudo-Full Factorial Simulations for Sensitivity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simulation results include raw run data plus a little bit of magic to fill in the statistical results of combinatorics runs where there are parameter interdependencies.The Energy Cost Range chart shows the range of how the building could perform with respect to cost. Insight360 simulates a wide range of parameters for each building system, e.g. 0.3 Watts/sf to 1.9 Watts/sf for Lighting Efficiency. The wider the range implies the greater the sensitivity to cost.Simulation tells us that this building is most sensitive to Window Glass, Lighting Efficiency, and Plug Load. This information provides policy makers, building owners, and building energy consultants a quick way to know which systems to target first, and the range of savings they can expect.



Model-Supported Platform Allows Building- or Portfolio- 
Level Iteration, Calibration and Project Management 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This video shows how DC can use REM to find which buildings to target for retrofits. For example, REM can find which buildings have the highest costs associated with lighting, or window glazing, etc. This provides D.C. the ability to play “What-If” scenarios around technology roll outs and design policy measures that would support retrofits.



Iteration, Calibration and Project Management 
in the Design Environment 



Iteration, Calibration and Project Management 
in the Design Environment 



Building Level ECM Comparison and Iteration 



District Level Policy or Incentive Comparison and Iteration 



District Level Policy or Incentive Comparison and Iteration 



Offices in DowntownDC ecoDistrict 

District Level Aggregation for Policy-Type Decision Making 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The best categorical name for this process is a ‘virtual audit’, without DSM data.  At the individual building, this potentially provides a platform for integrating information from audits to improve the individual building results, but at the the multi-building level, if defaults are determined properly, individual building variations are cancelled out, allowing averaged portfolio or district scale decision-making.For this case study, 25 Office Buildings were modeled in the Downtown Business Improvement Ecodistrict, a data rich innovation zone that is being used as a laboratory for many sustainability initiatives. REM identified that the average building energy costs are $1.64/sf, and that the Lighting Load, Plug Load, and Glazing Type have the greatest impact on energy cost. Building owners can use REM to set a Retrofit Target, and see how improving performance can save on costs.



District-Level Aggregation for Policy-Type Decision Making  
(Law of large numbers) 

Offices in DowntownDC ecoDistrict 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The best categorical name for this process is a ‘virtual audit’, without DSM data.  At the individual building, this potentially provides a platform for integrating information from audits to improve the individual building results, but at the the multi-building level, if defaults are determined properly, individual building variations are cancelled out, allowing averaged portfolio or district scale decision-making.For this case study, 25 Office Buildings were modeled in the Downtown Business Improvement Ecodistrict, a data rich innovation zone that is being used as a laboratory for many sustainability initiatives. REM identified that the average building energy costs are $1.64/sf, and that the Lighting Load, Plug Load, and Glazing Type have the greatest impact on energy cost. Building owners can use REM to set a Retrofit Target, and see how improving performance can save on costs.



Image Source: Smart Buildings Plan Project, Technical Report FY 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The DowntownDC BID worked with the District Department of Environment and Interface Engineering consultants on the Smart Buildings Plan, which outlines how a data-rich, intelligent City Model can help the District meet their ambitious goals. They want to use the City Model to first measure their current consumption, predict the impact of changes in policy codes, and adoption of new technologies, and then measure the impact of the changes they make.



Conclusions? 

• What is the most impactful target audience for 
energy analysis results? 

• What can stakeholders do if they don’t have meter 
data or individual building details? 

• Is archetype-based pre-simulation useful for decision-
making at the urban/district or building scale? 

• How ‘good’ does a model need to be to provide 
actionable retrofit information at each scale? 

• What kind of trouble do we stir up by publishing 
building-level results?  District-level results? 
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Questions? 

 
 

David Scheer 
scheer.3d@gmail.com 
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